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REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY FOR UNMATCHED RESULTS

Step into the future of non-surgical skin treatments with the ReGenRF8 Pro, a state-of-the-
art RF Microneedling system that offers a comprehensive solution for a wide range of skin
concerns. This cutting-edge device combines the principles of collagen induction therapy
(CIT) with advanced radio frequency technology to deliver exceptional results for your
patients.

UNVEIL RADIANT SKIN WITH COLLAGEN INDUCTION THERAPY
At the core of the ReGenRF8 Pro lies Collagen Induction Therapy, a process that leverages
the skin's natural healing ability to rejuvenate and renew. Unlike conventional treatments,
our system penetrates the skin's layers, effectively delivering radio frequency energy deep
into the sub-dermis. This induces collagen remodeling, effectively tightening and revitalizing
the skin. Experience the benefits of a non-surgical facelift with each session.

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION FOR SKIN REJUVENATION

Discover the ultimate solution for skin rejuvenation and offer your patients a transformative
experience. The ReGenRF8 Pro empowers you to stand at the forefront of the aesthetic
industry, delivering remarkable results and helping your clients achieve their skin goals.
Experience the Future of Aesthetics with ReGenRF8 Pro, the groundbreaking Radio Frequency
(RF) microneedling device designed to transform your practice and redefine skin
rejuvenation. Elevate your aesthetic offerings and achieve unparalleled results with the
power of the RF microneedling device

T R A N S F O R M A T I V E  S K I N  R E J U V E N A T I O N



Enlarged pores
Fine lines and wrinkles
Facial acne scars
Stretch marks
Hyperpigmentation
Uneven skin tone
Crepey skin
Skin texture irregularities
and more

Sterilized tips
User-friendly touchscreen interface
Mobility with detachable handpiece
Safety features to mitigate risks
Convenient twist knob for penetration depth adjustment

POWERFUL REGENRF8 PRO TECHNOLOGY FOR POWERFUL RESULTS

Our cutting-edge ReGenRF8 Pro technology utilizes bi-polar RF energy in tandem with
precision-engineered microneedles, to achieve deep heat penetration within the skin's
layers. This promotes collagen and elastin regeneration, culminating in smoother, firmer,
and more even skin. The ReGenRF8 Pro empowers practitioners with precise control over
treatment parameters. The Adjustable Energy Levels and Enhanced Delay function provide
the ability to fine-tune treatments, minimizing post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation while
maximizing results. The device's flexibility accommodates a variety of skin types and
concerns.

ADDRESS A SPECTRUM OF SKIN CONCERNS

The ReGenRF8 Pro is your versatile partner in addressing an array of skin imperfections.
Enhance the appearance of:

A SOLUTION BACKED BY SCIENCE

The ReGenRF8 Pro's efficacy is supported by its FDA clearance and clinically proven results.
Patients commonly report noticeable improvements in skin texture and appearance even
after a single session. Depending on individual skin conditions, optimal outcomes can often
be achieved with a series of three to six treatments.

Designed with both patients and practitioners in mind, the ReGenRF8 Pro boasts:



8MM PENETRATION + DUAL
HANDPIECES

The new Radio frequency platform is the
first and only FDA cleared technology that
takes fractional radio frequency to depths
beyond anything else in the market.
Penetrating subdermal tissue up to 8mm
(7mm + 1mm thermal profile), this new
system is designed with dual handpieces,
four fractional tips with different pin
configurations (12 pin, 24 pin and 40 pin),
intelligent programmable technology to
deliver clinically proven RF energy to
multiple treatment depths, and a large LCD
treatment screen. This state of the art
workstation provides Physicians with a
modular fractional solution for complete
facial and full body dermal resurfacing and
subdermal adipose remodeling.

MAXIMUM RESULTS MINIMAL
DOWNTIME

Radio frequency's triple action of fat
coagulation, connective tissue contraction,
and sub-necrotic bulk heating provides
practices with “maximum results -
minimal downtime” procedures.

Physicians now have the versatility to treat
both small and large areas of concern with
one platform, providing patients with
customized solutions to remodel collagen
and subdermal adipose tissue.
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SALES ENQUIRIES

Payment Terms: New customers will need to fill out a credit application for terms to be
determined. Finance options are available. Speak to a sales consultant to find out more.

PAYMENT & FINANCE

Our Product range 
We offer a wide range of quality cosmetic and aesthetic devices for med spa clinics. For the
latest in aesthetic equipment, see our catalog online at www.pepfactor.com

We have a range of pre-designed bundles available for a reduced price. Not quite what you're
looking for? Why not reach out, and we can tailor a package specifically for your clinic.

BUNDLE AND SAVE



PEPFACTOR TREATMENTS FOR SKIN 

PepFactor Skin is one of the most advanced cosmetic skin systems available today. Formulated by
doctors and scientists, PepFactor contains the world’s first uniquely formulated treatment for
vibrant, glowing, and more youthful-looking skin. PepFactor visibly improves overall skin appearance
for a more youthful and radiant look.

PepFactor Skin treatments come in a set of 6 treatments per box. Each therapy can earn you up to
$500 and provides the best skincare for your clients. 

PepFactor Skin kits are the perfect addition to offer as a treatment with your DermAnalysis Pro device.

+

PEPFACTOR TREATMENTS FOR SCALP

Hair loss is a common problem that can leave many feeling self-conscious. PepFactor promotes
thicker, vibrant, and luscious-looking hair. Enriched with Copper Peptide, antioxidants, and our
proprietary PepFactor ingredients, PepFactor Scalp helps encourage more voluminous, younger-feeling
hair, with most treatments showing visible results after just four weeks.

PepFactor Scalp treatments come in a set of 6 treatments per box. Each therapy can earn you up to
$500 and provides the best skincare for your clients. 
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